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ABSTRACT

Aims. The windows of low extinction in the Milky Way (MW) plane are rare but important because they enable us to place structural
constraints on the opposite side of the Galaxy, which has hitherto been done rarely.
Methods. We use the near-infrared (near-IR) images of the VISTA Variables in the Vía Láctea (VVV) Survey to build extinction maps
and to identify low extinction windows towards the Southern Galactic plane. Here we report the discovery of VVV WIN 1713−3939,
a very interesting window with relatively uniform and low extinction conveniently placed very close to the Galactic plane.
Results. The new window of roughly 30 arcmin diameter is located at Galactic coordinates (l, b) = (347.4,−0.4) deg. We analyse the
VVV near-IR colour-magnitude diagrams in this window. The mean total near-IR extinction and reddening values measured for this
window are AKs = 0.46 and E(J − Ks) = 0.95. The red clump giants within the window show a bimodal magnitude distribution in the
Ks band, with peaks at Ks = 14.1 and 14.8 mag, corresponding to mean distances of D = 11.0 ± 2.4 and 14.8 ± 3.6 kpc, respectively.
We discuss the origin of these red clump overdensities within the context of the MW disk structure.
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1. Introduction

Baade’s window (Baade & Gaposchkin 1963) is a low extinction
AV ∼ 1.5 region (Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly & Finkbeiner
2011) of half a degree in size in the direction of the Milky
Way (MW) bulge (l, b) = (+1◦,−4◦). This region has histori-
cally been used as a fundamental reference for the study of the
stellar populations of the Galactic bulge. The search for similar
low extinction regions, particularly at low latitudes closer to the
Galactic plane (|b| < 1◦ deg), is an important task that can facil-
itate precise studies of the stellar populations at larger distances
along the line of sight, whilst minimising the difficulties arising
from differential extinction and completeness.

Large and non-uniform reddening confuses studies of stellar
populations in the Galactic plane, resulting sometimes in con-
flicting conclusions with regard to the structure of our Galaxy
(e.g. Vallée 2014, 2017, and references therein). Additional low

⋆ Based on observations taken within the ESO VISTA Public Survey
VVV, programme ID 179.B-2002

latitude windows with low extinction can be useful for a variety
of reasons especially at shorter wavelengths (as was the case for
Baade’s window in the bulge), such as to verify the next gener-
ation models of star counts in the MW disk, to identify distant
sources in multi-wavelength studies and to enable their spectro-
scopic follow-up, to use as a calibration for other more reddened
fields, to check the behaviour of the extinction law along the line
of sight, and to measure the total transparency of our Galaxy.

Existing extinction maps (e.g. Schlegel et al. 1998; Schlafly
& Finkbeiner 2011) show a few places of low extinction near the
inner Galactic plane located at latitudes 1◦ < |b| < 2◦. However,
given the thin-disk scale height of hz = 300 pc (Jurić et al. 2008),
a line of sight towards |b| > 1 deg departs from the plane at large
distances (>20 kpc) and thus is not as useful for mapping the far
side of the MW disk.

The VISTA Variables in Vía Láctea (VVV) near-infrared
(near-IR) imaging survey has recently completed mapping of
a 562 sq. deg. area of the MW bulge and the adjacent plane
with the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy
(VISTA), operated by the European Southern Observatory
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Fig. 1. Extinction maps for the
inner Galactic plane. Top panel:
AKS extinction map, produced
using the method of Majewski
et al. (2011), covering 342 < l <

352, −2 < b < +2 deg. Middle
panel: EJKS map, produced using
the method of Gonzalez et al.
(2011a) for the same region (see
Sect. 2). Horizontal lines are at b =

0, indicating the Galactic plane,
and at |b| = 0.8. Circular areas
mark the region around the win-
dow and the control field (see
Sect. 2). Bottom panel: EJKS map
zoomed in the window’s region.
The squared and circular areas
marked in white are described in
Figs. 2 and 3. The horizontal solid
line indicates the Galactic plane.
The vertical bar shows the colour
code for each map.

(ESO) at the Cerro Paranal Observatory in Chile. The whole area
was imaged twice in ZY JHKs filters, and more than 50 times in
Ks band (Minniti 2010; Saito et al. 2012), providing the deepest
and highest spatial resolution near-IR data set available for the
study of the inner MW.

The distribution of red clump (RC) stars (core helium burn-
ing giants) in the VVV data has been used to trace the inner
Galactic bar (Gonzalez et al. 2011a) and the boxy or peanut shape
bulge (Wegg & Gerhard 2013), to map the edge of the MW stel-
lar disk (Minniti et al. 2011), to study the interstellar extinction
law at low latitudes (e.g. Nataf et al. 2016; Majaess et al. 2016;
Alonso-García 2017), and to make detailed maps of these regions
to study the extinction spatial distribution (Gonzalez et al. 2011b,
2012; Soto 2013; Schultheis et al. 2014; Minniti et al. 2014).
Recently, when exploring the VVV density and extinction maps,
we found VVV WIN 1713−3939, a new window with low and
relatively uniform extinction at (l, b) = (347.4◦,−0.4◦), which is
the subject of the present study.

2. A new Galactic window

We performed a search for low latitude, low-reddening windows
in the Galactic plane using the multi-colour ZY JHKs images and
photometry of the disk and bulge fields in the region (−2.25◦ <
b < 2.25◦, 295◦ < l < 10◦) observed by the VVV survey (Saito
et al. 2012). We used two different sets of reddening maps that
have been independently made. The first reddening map was
constructed following the method described in Gonzalez et al.
(2011a, 2012), and computed in units of colour excess E(J − KS)
(hereafter called “EJKS” map). The latter is based on the
Rayleigh–Jeans colour excess method (e.g. Majewski et al. 2011;
Nidever et al. 2012) and computed in terms of the total extinction
AKs (hereafter “AKS” map). Visual inspection of these maps

reveals a window of considerably lower extinction with respect
to the neighbouring regions located towards the inner regions of
the MW plane at (l, b) = (347.4◦,−0.4◦) (see Fig. 1). This is the
only large region of uniformly low extinction at |b| < 0.8 seen
along across all of the maps.

This window can also be seen in the Spitzer Galactic Legacy
Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire (GLIMPSE) survey
images (Benjamin et al. 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009), in the
Planck R2-HFI maps (Planck Collaboration XIX 2011), in the
CO maps of Dame et al. (2001) as well as in the density maps
of Nidever et al. (2012) and Soto (2013). In all cases, the win-
dow can be identified not only in AK values, but also as an
enhancement in the number of detected stars. A similar incre-
ment in the source density is also seen in the Gaia optical data
(Gaia Collaboration 2016).

VVV WIN 1713−3939 has a roughly circular shape of 30′

diameter size, centred at (l, b) = (347.4◦,−0.4◦) deg. A detailed
view of VVV WIN 1713−3939 is presented in Fig. 2. For a
Galactic latitude of b = −0.4 deg, the projected vertical height
of the line of sight below the Galactic plane at a distance of
D = 8 kpc corresponds to z = −56 pc, and at a distance of
D = 14 kpc, this height is z = −98 pc, thus making it ideal to
trace the properties of the thin disk beyond the Galactic bar.

Reading from the AKS extinction maps, the mean extinc-
tion in the window (integrated to a distance of ∼10 kpc) is
AKs = 0.62 ± 0.07. Reading from the EJKS map, the corre-
sponding mean reddening of the window is E(J − Ks) = 0.96 ±
0.09, which is equivalent to AKs = 0.46 ± 0.04. In general, both
maps are in good agreement, however, the AKS maps tend
to show higher values than EJKS. A pixel to pixel division
(AKS/EJKS map, both in units of AKs) results in a median value
of 1.04 ± 0.37 for AKs < 1.2, with larger scatter for increasing
AKs values.
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Fig. 2. Detailed view of VVV WIN 1713−3939. The map is 36′ × 36′

in size, has a resolution of 3′, and corresponds to the squared region
marked in Fig. 1. The contour lines show levels of similar E(J − KS), in
steps of 0.05 mag.

A comparison with the maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and
Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) reveals that they obtain larger val-
ues for the total extinction in this direction, AKs = 1.4 and 1.6,
respectively. This systematic difference, in the sense that the AKs

in the near-IR is generally lower than the AKs measured in the
far-IR, is seen throughout the Galactic plane regions mapped by
the VVV survey.

In order to interpret the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs)
of VVV WIN 1713−3939 we compare it with a control field
located at the same Galactic coordinates, but at the positive lati-
tudes, i.e., centred at (l, b) = (347.4,+0.4) deg (see Fig. 1). The
Galactic warp is negligible at these longitudes (e.g. Momany
et al. 2006; see their Fig. 9), thus the differences between the
control field and the window are expected to be dominated by
extinction variation along the line of sight (∆Ks = 0.5 mag).
An examination of the density maps shows a higher density
of sources within the window in all VVV filters when com-
pared to the control field. For instance, in Z band which is
the filter most affected by extinction, the stellar density in
VVV WIN 1713−3939 is 2.7 times larger than that of the con-
trol field. There is a similar difference in stellar density observed
in the optical Gaia data (Gaia Collaboration 2016). The Gaia
source density within the window area is three times larger than
the control field. Also, the spatial distribution of the stellar over-
density seen in Gaia is in agreement with the location of the
window seen in the extinction and density maps from VVV (see
Figs. 2 and 3).

Figure 4 shows as example three HI maps at differ-
ent velocities, illustrating the relative absence of emission in
VVV WIN 1713−3939. The window in HI suggests a chance
superposition of different sizable holes in the near and far side
of the tangent point. At the tangent point in l = 347.4 deg
(−185 km s−1), where the HI density is expected to be higher,
most of the gas appears to be located above the plane with
|b| > 0 deg. The more recent search for Galactic HII regions
using Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) data also
shows a lack of sources in the low extinction window, and con-
firms that most known and new candidate HII regions are located
above b = 0 deg for this Galactic longitude (Anderson et al.
2014). However, lack of HI on its own does not necessarily
mean absence of dust. We note that in this window there is
also a lack of integrated CO (1–0 emission line at 115 GHz)
in the maps of Dame et al. (2001). For the future, a detailed
three-dimensional (3D) comparison with all dust tracers (HI,
CO, HII, and dark gas) along the line of sight to this window is
needed.

Fig. 3. Top: same region of Fig. 2 as seen in the density maps of VVV
(Z band) and Gaia (g band), normalised by the maximum value in each
case. Vertical bar shows the colour code in the maps. Bottom: total num-
ber of sources in the low extinction window divided by the number of
sources in the control field for the VVV filters and g band from Gaia.

Fig. 4. HI maps at different velocities for the inner Galactic plane, for
342.6 < l < 353.4 and −1.4 < b < 1.4. Top: HI emission for veloci-
ties between −15 and −20 km s−1. Middle: same for velocities between
−30 and −42 km s−1. The location of the low extinction window is indi-
cated with the circle. Bottom: same for velocities between −150 and
−185 km s−1.

3. The distribution of red clump stars through

VVV WIN 1713−3939

Once we have identified the low extinction window, we can
explore its stellar content along the line of sight, using RC stars
as distance indicators. RC stars are core helium burning giants
and excellent distance indicators, and have been used in mul-
tiple studies of Galactic structure, in particular those aimed at
tracing the bar (e.g. Stanek 1996; Gonzalez et al. 2011a) and
the structures towards the inner MW bulge (Nidever et al. 2005;
Gonzalez et al. 2012). Also, Benjamin et al. (2005) devised a
method to use RC giants from the GLIMPSE survey to investi-
gate the structure of the Galactic plane. This method works well
when using GLIMPSE data out to the distance of about 8 kpc
(Benjamin et al. 2005), enabling mapping of the near-end of the
Galactic bar and nearby spiral arms. However, beyond 8 kpc the
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Fig. 5. Left: Ks versus (J − Ks) CMD for the circular region around the
window as shown in Fig. 1. The blue region was used to derive the RC
mags and colours. The contours trace iso density levels. A reddening
vector with the slope of AKs = 0.484 × E(J − Ks) is also shown. Right:
normalised density distribution of selected RC versus distance moduli
of the low extinction window (blue squares) and of the comparison field
(green squares).

GLIMPSE photometry is incomplete (see for example Fig. 5 of
Nidever et al. 2012). Alternative distance indicators like variable
stars such as RR Lyrae or Cepheids are interesting but of limited
use in this case. The RR Lyrae stars represent old metal-poor
populations, which are very rare if not absent in the MW disk. In
the case of the Cepheids, they represent very young populations,
but their surface density is low.

We produce the CMD of VVV WIN 1713−3939 and the
control field using the VVV point spread function (PSF) cat-
alogues described in detail in Alonso-García et al. (2015);
Alonso-García (2017). One of the immediate advantages of a
low extinction window is that it is possible to first inspect the
observed CMD, minimising the effects from different assump-
tions regarding the extinction law in a de-reddened CMD. The
Ks versus (J − Ks) CMD for the 30′ diameter window centred
at (l, b) = (347.4◦,−0.4◦) is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.
The observed CMD shows a well-defined double peaked RC
feature. We suggest that these are indeed two structures along
the line of sight. If this is the case, we expect to observe a
jump in extinction from one RC to the other, with each RC
getting progressively more reddened, consistent with the larger
distances. This is qualitatively what is observed, judging by the
CMD shown in Fig. 5.

The observed mean magnitudes and colours for these two
RC peaks are Ks, (J − Ks) = 14.07, 1.52 and Ks, (J − Ks) =
14.78, 1.62, respectively. The inspection of the control field
shows that only the brighter peak is present. In order to esti-
mate the distances corresponding to the observed magnitudes,
we adopt the intrinsic magnitudes and colours of MKs = −1.58±
0.03 and (J − Ks) = 0.60 ± 0.01 for the RC following Alves
(2002). These magnitudes include the model correction for pop-
ulation effects (relative age and metallicity differences from the
Girardi & Salaris (2001) models) with respect to the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC) where MKs = −1.60 ± 0.03. This
is of the same order as the offset found by Pietrzyński &
Gieren (2002) between local dwarf galaxies and the MW disk
(∆KsHB = 0.025 mag, their Fig. 7). Furthermore, the mean val-
ues for the absolute magnitude of the RC in K band given by

Table 1. Measured magnitudes and colours of the red clump peaks
along the line of sight and their derived extinction and distances based
on two different extinction laws.

Brighter peak Fainter peak

Ks [mag] 14.07± 0.05 14.78± 0.09
(J − Ks) [mag] 1.52± 0.04 1.62± 0.14
E(J − Ks) [mag] 0.92 1.02
AK [mag] 0.44a (0.67)b 0.49a (0.74)b

D [kpc] 11.0± 2.4a (10.1)b 14.8± 3.6a (13.5)b

Notes. (a)AK = 0.484 × E(J − K) (final adopted value); (b)AK = 0.725 ×
E(J − K) (Cardelli et al. 1989)

different authors agree to within < 0.1 mag (Alves 2000, 2002;
Grocholski & Sarajedini 2002; Pietrzyński et al. 2003).

The EJKS reddening map in Fig. 1 traces the inte-
grated extinction along the line of sight, which corresponds
to a mean of AKs = 0.46 mag, and E(J − Ks) = 0.95 for
VVV WIN 1713−3939. We cannot assume that this reddening
is concentrated in any place along the line of sight, although
it is probably more severe within the spiral arms. The red-
dening vector, as measured from the CMD of tile d075 (and
adjacent tiles), appears to follow a reddening law slope that is
shallower than the traditional Cardelli et al. (1989) value RV =

3.1, shown to be adequate for higher Galactic latitudes. There-
fore, we believe that distances computed using the steep slope
from Cardelli et al. (1989; AKs = 0.725 × E(J − Ks)) would be
underestimated. We use the method described in Alonso-García
(2017) to measure the slope of the reddening vector directly
from the CMD as AKs = (0.484 ± 0.040) × E(J − Ks). The
slope is measured over all RC stars in the CMD and there-
fore it is a function only of the specific two-dimensional (2D)
location, but does not provide dependence on variations of the
extinction law with the distance along the line of sight. This
value is similar to AKs = 0.43× E(J − Ks) measured toward the
Galactic centre in Alonso-García (2017), and almost identical to
AKs = 0.49 × E(J − Ks) from the recent independent extinction
law study by Majaess et al. (2016), obtained from RR Lyrae
variables and two separate populations of Cepheids across the
entire Galaxy. It is also slightly shallower than the value AKs =

0.528 × E(J − Ks) adopted by Nishiyama et al. (2009).
The RC luminosity function for the window (converted to

distance modulus) is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5, along
with the data of the comparison field. Adopting the reddening
slope measured from the RCs as AKs = 0.484 × E(J − Ks),
the distance moduli are computed as µ = −5 + 5 log d(pc) =
Ks − 0.484 (J − Ks) + 1.870, following the procedure described
by Minniti et al. (2011). We applied a simple Gaussian +
polynomial fit in order to obtain the RC mean distances. The
distance moduli are µ = 15.20 ± 0.47 and 15.85 ± 0.53, yielding
mean RC distances of D = 11.0± 2.4 kpc and 14.8± 3.6 kpc.
For comparison, the distances adopting the relative extinctions
(from Catelan et al. 2011) with a slope that follows the Cardelli
et al. (1989) reddening law AKs = 0.725 × E(J − Ks) are also
presented in Table 1.

The mean errors in the determination of the mean magni-
tudes for the different features can be derived from the fits to
the distribution of distance moduli for the selected red clump
stars (Fig. 5). Scaling these errors to the colours according to the
reddening slope leads to typical colour uncertainties for the red
clumps of σ(J − Ks) = 0.10 mag. We have computed the dis-
tances using two different reddening slopes, in order to illustrate
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Fig. 6. Schematic map of the MW adapted from Vallée (2014) indicating
the position of the Sun and the line of sight through the window. We
adopted a distance to the Galactic centre of Ro = 8 kpc. According to
this picture, the line of sight should pass through the Sagittarius arm
and the end of the long bar, and the far side of the Norma and Scutum-
Centaurus arms. Red circles mark corresponding distances for the main
peaks using AKs = 0.484 × E(J − Ks). Using AKs = 0.725 × E(J − Ks)
the distances are systematically shorter (black diamonds).

that in general the major source of uncertainties is due to the
adoption of a specific reddening law, and not from the fits to
the RC in the CMD. This is why it is important to make dif-
ferential distance estimates whenever possible in Galactic plane
studies.

4. Mapping distant features in the Galactic disk

The low reddening of VVV WIN 1713−3939 provides us with
the opportunity to investigate the entire extension of the disk.
Such a study is indeed difficult elsewhere because of the very
large extinction at low latitude regions, which introduces severe
incompleteness of the main CMDs features. The bottom panel
of Fig. 3 illustrates that the number of sources in the window is
significantly higher for the relatively bluer passbands.

Figure 6 shows the schematic map of the MW adapted from
Vallée (2014), indicating the line of sight towards the window.
This picture is in agreement with the schematic face-on view of
our Galaxy from Drimmel & Spergel (2001) based on the analy-
sis of near-IR and far-IR data sets. The positions of the RC peaks
are also marked.

The most important conclusion from this comparison is that
our measured distances match fairly well with those in the
graphical representation of the MW. The closest RC, at a mean
distance of D = 11.0 kpc (which is also seen in the control field),
is consistent with the expected distance to the Galactic bar at
this latitude (Wegg et al. 2015). This line of sight intercepts the
bar at a projected distance of D ∼ 3.5 kpc from the Galactic
centre, approximately where the far side of the Sagittarius arm is
expected to start.

The second and faintest RC is at D = 14.8 kpc from the Sun
and is not seen in the control field luminosity function. A possi-
ble interpretation that follows from the comparison in Fig. 6 is

that this clump traces the location of the far side of the Norma
arm (or even the Scutum–Centaurus arm) along the line of sight,
not detected in the control field because of the high extinction.
In such a case, the line of sight towards the window intercepts
the near side of the Norma arm at a projected distance of about
D = 7 kpc from the Galactic centre. Another possibility is that
this peak corresponds to the overall background disk distribu-
tion, which would appear narrower due to incompleteness at the
faintest magnitudes.

Altogether, our results suggest that VVV WIN 1713−3939
is suitable for studying the overall structure of the disk, poten-
tially tracing important features (such as spiral arms and the
general disk density distribution) to constrain our current repre-
sentation of the far side of the Galaxy. Unfortunately, the choice
of the extinction law shrinks or expands the distance scale, but
we argue that we have a qualitatively good agreement with the
Galactic image of Fig. 6. We note that the Nishiyama et al.
(2009); Majaess et al. (2016); or Alonso-García (2017) selective-
to-total extinction ratio laws scale better to this picture than
steeper options (e.g. Rieke & Lebofsky 1985; Cardelli et al.
1989).

5. Conclusions

We have discovered VVV WIN 1713−3939, a low extinction
window in the inner plane of the MW. We show that it is possi-
ble to use this window to chart the innermost region of the disk,
placing structural constraints on the other side of the Galaxy. In
the past our ability to perform such studies using stellar sources
has been limited, if not impossible, due to the large amounts
of interstellar extinction in the Galactic plane. The new win-
dow has a roughly circular shape of 30′ diameter size, centred at
(l, b) = (347.4,−0.4) deg. The extinction maps provide a mean
extinction of AKs = 0.46 ± 0.04 for this window, correspond-
ing to E(J − Ks) = 0.95, and E(B − V) = 1.45. This is about
∆Ks = 0.5 and ∆V = 4.5 mag smaller extinction, on average,
than its surrounding fields.

We then studied the stellar populations along the line of
sight of this window (and a control field) using the deep near-IR
CMDs from the VVV Survey, with the aim of estimating the dis-
tances from RC giants, known to be excellent distance indicators.
We have computed the slope of the reddening law towards this
line of sight, which appears to be shallower than the canonical
extinction law of RV = 3.1. We find the slope of the reddening
vector is AKs = (0.484 ± 0.040) × E(J − Ks), in agreement with
Nishiyama et al. (2009) and more recent studies (Schultheis et al.
2014; Nataf et al. 2016; Majaess et al. 2016; Alonso-García 2017).

Finally, the convenient location of this window allows us
to gain a view of the far side of our Galaxy. Using the CMDs
we can clearly identify two distant RCs along the line of sight.
These stellar over-densities are located at mean distances of
D = 11.0 ± 2.4 kpc, and 14.8 ± 3.6 kpc (adopting our measured
extinction law, which is similar to that of Nishiyama et al. 2009).
These would correspond to the intersection with the Galactic
bar and the far Norma (or the far Scutum–Centaurus) arm on
the opposite side of the MW, respectively. An alternative inter-
pretation of the most distant RC peak, that it traces the overall
background disk population, cannot be excluded. Future studies
including proper motion measurements and Cepheid variables to
trace over-densities among young stellar populations can further
probe the spiral structure of the MW.
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